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Galactic Disc



Plan for today

Get Gaia distances

What we know about the warp



Why we need tests on our samples

Tests of data accuracy

- meaningful tests of Gaia/TGAS parallaxes

Stellar kinematics and distributions

- require precise knowledge of errors

- perfect parallax measurements do not

   guarantee perfect distances 

- distance biases result in spurious correlations

- line-of-sight velocity errors and biases

- some allegations of errors in TGAS are caused

  by illicit matching with astroseismic parameters

- between mean velocity and position

- between velocity components

- standard candles/test data have fundamentally

   different distributions from main sample
Williams et al. (2013)



Gaia Collaboration, Katz et al. (2018)



Statistical classics

see e.g. Popowski & Gould (1998)

Assume zero average motion Assume specific, constant velocity ellipsoid

Secular and statistical parallax

Moving cluster parallax



How to move a mountain



No, that‘s dumb



Another dumb way

Distance errors translate one component of motion

(here horizontal) into an apparent motion in another

component (here vertical)



Galactic Coordinates



But that's not all …..

Get it balanced



A simple estimate

W=f T VW V+ e

e f =
1

√N

σW

σT V

Get a simple linear relationship

→ Can set up a linear least squares estimator

Precision:

80 km/s

250 km/s0.2

as-observed
dispersion!



Distance bias, formally

See Schoenrich, Binney, Asplund (2012), Schoenrich & Aumer (2017)



A2 SWE

Gravity selection on samples

colourblue red



Distance corrections

Relative

correction



Validation on N-body discs



Start with Gaia DR 1



Solve for S(s) by iteration
→ convergence within 5 steps

Validate via distance test

Divide et impera!
Detect trends within sample



Testing selection function



Testing for RV errors



Testing RV



Using kinematic differences



Comparisons



Comparisons



Gaia DR2



Known issues

Lindegren et al. (2018)



The selection function



The selection function



Plug this into distances



Plug this into distances



Plug this into distances



Plug this into distances



Parallax offset?



Offset quantified



Is there more?



Colour



Magnitudes



Astrometric parameters



Astrometric parameters



Parallax quality



Parallax error



Parallax error rectified?



Parallax error rectified?



Astrometric parameters



Parallax bias quantified



Parallax error quantified



Parallax error last look



Parallax error last look



Summary of tests and biases

- selection function is vital to measure distances

- use proper statistics that make sense (i.e. moments) 

- we can test distances on the stars we use themselves

- Gaia DR2 RV sample safer use:

- g < 14.5 mag (safer 14 mag)

- r < 13.2 mag 

- b – r < 1.4 mag

- nvis > 5

- sample parallax offset ~ - 0.05 +/- 0.005 mas

- parallax error: add 0.043 mas in quadrature

- or better: parallax offset equal to parallax error within q = 1 +/- 0.1

- excess noise < 1

- parallax error < 0.1 mas

- ecliptic lat. > -50 deg

- parallax error < 0.25 parallax



A short history of the Galactic warp

Gum et al. (1960)



First detection in stars

Djorgovski & Sosin (1989)



First models

Hunter & Toomre (1969)



A short history of the Galactic warp

Reyle et al. (2009)



Kinematic detection

Dehnen (1998)



A short history of the Galactic warp

Detection

- gas: Burke, Kerr (1957)

- stars: Djorgovski & Sosin (1989)

- Drimmel & Spergel (2001): Onset ~ 7kpc
Measurement

- Reyle et al. (2009): Onset outside solar annulus

- Dehnen (1998): Onset outside solar annulus

- Xu et al. (2015): Waves

Possible causes: too many

- misaligned infall: Ostriker & Binney (1989), Roskar (2010)

- tidal interactions/mergers: Weinberg (1995), Gomez (2013)  

- stochasticity (subhaloes): Weinberg (1993), Chequers & Widrow (2017)

- disc misalignement with halo: Aumer & White (2013), Debattista et al. (2013)

- interactions with discs: Masset & Tagger (1997)

- Newberg et al. (2002), Majewski et al. (2004): Monoceros, TriAnd





A short history of the Galactic warp

Sparke & Casertano (1988)

Binney et al. (1988)

Rogstad et al. (1974): 

Warp winds up within 2 Gyr

Tubbs & Sanders (1979): 

Wind-up slowed by halo



A short history of the Galactic warp

Gomez et al.(2013)



d‘Onghia et al. (2016)



d‘Onghia et al. (2016)



Xu et al. (2015)



Xu et al. (2015)



Xu et al. (2015)



Bergemann et al. (2018)



Bergemann et al. (2018)



What remains? Warp?



Distances for TGAS



Measuring the warp



Try to save this!



Try to save this!



Three ways to tackle the problem

1. Just divide by the diagonal

2. Transform observables to co-rotating frame of reference,

     divide by diag., transform back

3. Partially invert V and W components of T



This looks good



The warp



Remember RAVE



No sign of significant substructure



Nor in angular momentum



Dissecting the sample in azimuthal velocity



Dissecting the sample in angular momentum



RAVE again



Sample too small for comparison with R



Testing opening angle



Testing parallax



...and this wave pattern



...and this wave pattern



...and this wave pattern

Confirmed: LAMOST and
Gaia DR2 (Kawata 2018)



Velocity space spiral

Found by the Gaia collaboration

Antoja et al. (2018)

Binney & Schoenrich (2018)



Velocity space spiral

satellite hits the plane from above

→ negative impulse on v_z

→ change in (action)angle

→ ridge at 6‘o clock 

→ will rotate

Binney & Schoenrich (2018)



Velocity space spiral

Binney & Schoenrich (2018)



Summary



Summary

- we are able to find unbiased distances in Gaia datasets

- we can correct to first order missing line-of-sight velocities near    
     preferred directions

- detected the galactic warp at >10 sigma significance 

- the warp starts significantly inside the solar radius

- discernible wave pattern with ~10 sigma significance

- signal in angular momentum, not azimuthal velocity

- robust against different methods, mock sample tests, and errors

- links to identification of outer disc streams as wave crests

- recently discovered spiral is explained by a satellite exerting a 
sudden (vertical) impulse on the disc

- theory is not settled

- role of resonances, interaction with spiral, quantification?
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